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Waite-Kirby-Potter House
Westport, Massachusetts

Silent No Longer
A Personal Narrative
by Anne W. Baker

Three hundred years ago, give or
take, a new house was built in
Dartmouth, Massachusetts. The
builder was from Portsmouth,
Rhode Island.
The house was small—16 x 18
feet, one and one half-stories high
with a huge stone chimney at one
gable end. Its sturdy oak timbers
had been cut from the surrounding
forest, the felled trees shaped into
sills, posts, and girts, the parts then
held together with mortise and
tenon joints, then pegged and
raised. After the raising, the
exterior was covered with vertical
sheathing, followed by weatherboards (10” wide clapboards), and its small windows
covered with oiled paper. The most distinctive feature was the exterior gable endchimney entirely built with stones, stones hacked out of bedrock or field stones left
behind by the glacial. A 12 feet wide, 4 feet deep and 6 feet tall walk-in fireplace was
incorporated within the chimney—ample enough space for the town fathers to meet. This
unique type of structure is referred to as a Rhode Island Stone-ender.
As an architectural historian and native of Rhode Island my passion for stone-enders
began after I read Early Rhode Island Houses by Norman M. Isham and Albert F. Brown.
(published 1898). Isham (1864-1943) was an architect and leading authority on colonial
architecture. Albert F. Brown (1869-1909) drafted the book’s illustrations. I was
transfixed by how many of the surviving stone-end houses that Isham actually had seen,
measured and written about, and how many had been built in RI in the 17th century—
most no longer existing.
These stone-enders, their chimney tops capped with two or three thin rows of projecting
stones that formed the sail course (the cap) were similar in design to the Tudor-Gothic
type of yeoman’s cottages which had prevailed in parts of England and Wales since the
15th century. It wasn’t until the late 1600s that the Rhode Island stone-end houses were
enlarged—two full stories high and often with a lean-to or saltbox attached to the rear.
During this time the chimney tops also became more sophisticated, many constructed in a
decorative pattern of protruding stones referred to as pilasters.
By the 1700s numerous stone-enders had been built in Rhode Island. Many along the
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east shore of Narragansett Bay and its tributaries, a few inland, some in Newport,
Portsmouth and Jamestown, and even a handful in nearby Massachusetts—Westport
(originally Dartmouth) and Fairhaven.
In the following map the houses in yellow indicate the locations and names of forty-two
documented stone-enders built in the 17th and early 18th century in Rhode Island and
Massachusetts. Of these, five are still standing today.
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I was intrigued by the thought of our early English settlers —the housewrights and master
masons—who had brought their building traditions across the ocean and I never stopped
dreaming about finding a “Rhode Island Stone-ender.” I didn’t care if it was only parts of
one, or one buried inside later additions.
1978
I can’t remember how I heard about a Rhode Island Stone-end House located in Westport
with a legendary building date of 1677 although some historians argued that it was more
likely built ten years earlier and others claimed later.
The house was in the woods, a half mile or so north of Central Village, Westport,
Massachusetts (originally part of Dartmouth). Its rutted and narrow lane was shrouded by
trees, their leaves just
beginning to show a tinge of
orange. Thick underbrush
obscured my view on either
side and I felt I was
everywhere and nowhere all at
once and I wondered if years
ago Isham had traveled this
same lane, but when I came to
a clearing I saw a mid 18th
century farm house, a Cape in
design— old, but not a stoneender. I shrugged my shoulders, straightened up and erased Isham from my mind.
As I turned to leave, a man with a neighborly smile and a black labrador dog by his side,
approached my car. Dressed in a canvas jacket, blue overalls tucked into leather boots
and a black baseball hat on his head, he looked to be the type of man one might find birdwatching. He told me his name was Edmie Bibeau and that he lived in the Cape with his
wife Muriel. I apologized for trespassing and explained that I was looking for the remains
of the oldest house in Westport. “You’ve got the right place.” he said, than pointed to a
growth of ivy as huge as a elephant and explained that the house’s stone-end chimney
and cellar hole were buried inside. Mr Bibeau went on to say that in the 1940s there had
been an effort by local volunteers to save the house frame from collapsing. Due to lack of
funds the idea never panned out and the house frame was blown down by hurricane Carol
in 1954. Giving me permission to take a look, I first walked to the west side of the ivy,
but all I could see was the crumbling ruins of a brick fireplace that appeared to be built
hard up against a wall of stones. The shape of the firebox and size of the bricks suggested
it was built in the late 1700s—perhaps an addition. The north view was hopelessly
disguised by a dark impenetrable forest of tangled ivy, but the ivy on the east side was
less invasive. As if my pupils were adjusting from dark to light I could see the outlines of
the massive chimney of a Rhode Island Stone-ender. Despite a pile of fallen stones,
poison ivy, and thorny thick bushes growing out of what might be a bottomless cellar
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hole, I was close enough to see that the chimney was hurting in spite of the cedar poles
and bricks propping up its front in an heroic effort to prevent further collapse. Opened to
the elements since the ‘54 hurricane, the original oak lintel (the beam that supports the
chimney stones above the firebox
opening) had rotted and was no
longer able to hold the stones
from falling out.
I began to worry how long the
chimney could survive in this
condition. Should I offer my
help, except what could that be—
or was it better to simply let the
chimney surrender to time. I
thought about restoration—
paving over natural occurrences,
but I also felt some things have
to follow their natural course of
deterioration and whatever I
might do could misrepresent the
original structure. On the other
hand, I struggled with the
knowledge of how rare this
chimney was—an ancient
expression of its own
construction. Certainly in all of
Bristol County, Massachusetts,
there were no others. Was it an
artifact, a memorial, or a great
opportunity for learning about
early New England architecture?
I had to laugh at my self. What
was I thinking? Of course I couldn’t do one or the other. I didn’t even own the place. I
took some photos, and asked if I could return. I was assured “anytime.”
1980-1990
A busy life with work demands blurred the chimney from my thoughts—but not
completely. I knew the chimney had a story to tell and felt I had failed in some kind of a
mystifying mission to save it. I often worried about the ivy twisting and turning forcing
its roots deeper and deeper between the stones, and then like a crowbar, slowly tossing
them overboard. But on the other hand, was it possible that the ivy was helping to keep
the chimney from toppling over? Yes, I decided and went back to my work demands.
It would be a few more years before I learned that in 1934 HABS (Historic American
Building Survey) had chosen The Waite-Kirby-Potter house to measure and the plans
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were available from the Library of Congress. HABS was established in 1933 by President
Roosevelt' as part of the New Deal. HABS purpose was to document America's important
architecture so that the historic qualities of our early houses would not be lost. The WaiteKirby-Potter house was on the list as Survey # 2-65. (See HABS plans. CPC
Archeologists report —page 6, Fig. 1.9 and page 7, fig 1.10).
Eugene Morgan, the architect for HABS, had measured and drawn the house. I ordered a
set of plans. His beautiful detailed drawings included floor plans, elevations, framing
methods and joinery details but also details such as doors, paneling, moldings, and
hardware. With its secrecy unraveling the house and its addition were coming to life as if
something extant continued to exist. Enlightened, I next inquired if there was somebody
who might have photos of the house before the ’54 hurricane. I was directed to and soon
discovered photographs at the Westport Historical Society plus a collection of
photographs that Mary Hix Brown, a local historian, had taken in 1949. I even discovered
a few interior photographs at the Kendall Library in New Bedford and others that Carlton
Brownell from Little Compton had taken. I further learned that Carlton Brownell had
acquired some of the original building parts and pieces shortly after the hurricane had
blown the house frame down. Brownell’s plan was to use this material in the restoration
of the Circa 1690 Wilbor House, now the home of the Little Compton Historical Society.
I visited the Wilbor House and was shown the boards, doors, and paneling that Brownell
had rescued and installed. As I ran my fingers across the surface of the boards, I felt as
though I was touching the owners, the Waites, Kirbys, and Potters, who had lived in
the house. But when I discovered that Norman Isham had actually been down the same
lane as I had, but 105 years ago —I hit pay-dirt. Not only had he been in the R.I. stoneend house but had written a report complete with measurements and sketches of the
interior and thirty years before HABS had been to the site. His report was eye-opening in
detail.
The Wait House. By Norman Isham. 1903.
From Rhode Island Historical Society
This curious and very interesting old dwelling stands facing south on one of the ridges that
traverse the pleasant old town of Westport. The spot on which it is placed, though now somewhat bleak,
commands a beautiful view eastward over the East Branch of the Westport River, and off to the north and
south. In this isolation and this view the house resembles a Rhode Island Farmstead.
Another resemblance to Rhode Island work, and one even more striking appears in the great stone
chimney, which originally formed the whole western end of the house, and, in fact, still forms it except for
the breaks caused by the cutting through of a modern door at the south side of the fireplace.
The house on the outside is a very simple structure, a story-and-a-half high, with its roof and sides
covered with shingles. The chimney seems to retain its original top, with the usual projecting courses of
thin flat stone forming the cap, but with no pilaster or panels. The ledge or projecting thin course for a drip
or water table above the shingles on the slope of the roof appears, but the corresponding one used in Rhode
Island above the ridge is wanting as it commonly is in Connecticut. The original windows were probably
where the present openings are, and thus have left no traces. Whether the location of the door is original is
uncertain.
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Inside the house consists a singles room about fifteen by eighteen. Across this room, that is from
front to back, as in the Roger Williams house, and not from end girt to chimney girt, runs the summer, of
oak, chamfered with a plain stop, and framed at each end into a post. The end girt is treated in the same
way, and the boards are beveled on one edge to a tongue and groove in the next one. They are planed where
they showed in the room downstairs. Upstairs they are rough. At least this is true on the north side where
the observations of the boarding were made. There are now two floors, i.e. two layers of floorboards, on
the floor. The upper appears to be of pine and the boards are very wide and very old.
The old stone fireplace, which has a modern fireplace of brick built into it, is very wide, unusually
so for work out of northern Rhode Island, and uncommonly deep.
There are no side girts. The last of the chamfered floor joists on each side comes close up against
the boarding. In the second story we see the reason for this. The plate runs along each side of the house
only two feet and a half or so above the floor, and the old carpenter thought this to be tie enough and did
not wish to waste wood by putting another heavy stick below it as an earlier workman might have done,
and was done in the 1653 Roger Mowry house, Providence (Rhode Island). In fact even here there is a
second end girt the ends of which are halved on to the plates. A second chimney girt also, with its ends
framed in like manner upon the plates, spans the chamber above the girt, which shows in the Hall or ”Fire
room” below.
The roof is carried on four trusses each with rafters and a collar beam, one truss over the end girt,
one over the chimney girt and two between. The extreme rafters at the chimney end rested on the stone, but
that at the south side is some distance back from the face of the wall and it is not easy to see how the raking
cornice was managed. That some sort of a barge board was used may be assumed as nearly certain, and this
was probably nailed to the ends of the roof boards. One truss has ______ ______ beautiful everything in the
_____ _____of which it is made.
The roof itself is of pine boards set vertically, i.e. from plate to ridge as in the Bolten house,
Plymouth. These boards are carried on
A noteworthy fact is the presences of the valley rafters
of an old gable, which once adorned the south front of the house.

Drawings of the gable facade as described by Isham.
By AWB

There are no studs in the end gable opposite the chimney. It is boarded vertically, and shows what
looks like the cut for an ancient and very old small window.
There is but one floor in the Chamber.
In the north-east corner of the Hall as the plan shows, are the present stairs. These are not very old.
Under them, in the Hall floor, as can be seen by examining the framing in the cellar, was the trap door to
the said cellar. That the present stairs are an addition is proved by the fact that the floor joist next to the last
in that corner was cut off to make room for them, as appears from the mortise for the joist, which is still to
be see in the end girt. The stairs were very likely in that place originally, however or rather a small trap
door and ladder was there. For it is not likely that they would be put in the place commonly used for them
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in Rhode Island while the upper chimney girt, as we may term it, was right in the way of any one trying to
walk from the ladder across the chamber floor.
Some of the rafters are rough sawed, some smooth. The posts have brackets at the tops, but none
under the summer or the lower girts. All the framing is very good and careful.
The cellar exists under only a part of the houses. It is fairly deep and is walled with excellent
masonry. The mortar is pretty well gone from the lower courses and there are traces of pointing on the
upper, but the stones were probably laid in shell mortar like that used in the chimney.
The framing of the Hall floor which appears here is original and is perfectly preserved. It consists
of a summer under the summer of the story above, resting at each end on the stone wall and framed into the
sill in a peculiar manner. The joists run parallel to those in the second floor but are larger and seem to be
further apart. Intermediate sticks have been inserted to carry the weight perhaps caused by the use of the
floor for storage.
The date of the house is given by tradition as 1677. It belonged, or the land on which it stands
belonged, to Ruben Wait, son of Thomas Wait who came from Portsmouth, Rhode Island . The deed or
grant to him is dated 1660. There is nothing in the house, unless perhaps the lightness of the framing, which
could not be of that date, and we think that this lightness was characteristic of Plymouth even in early work.

My mind was being dragged in deeper and deeper. I wanted to let go but couldn’t find a
way. Instead my Waite-Kirby-Potter file was mushrooming in size and I still didn’t know
anything about who the Waites, Kirbys or Potters were. Some historians had declared that
Thomas Waite built the stone-ender, Others said no, it was Reuben, his son. And still
others thought it was Reuben’s brother Benjamin. My initial research disclosed that
Thomas Waite, a Quaker, arrived from England in 1634 at age 33. By 1639 he had moved
to Portsmouth, Rhode Island and by 1661 had acquired 200 areas of land in Dartmouth
(now Westport). But I couldn’t determine which one of his sons actually built the stoneend house and when. Legend has it that, because the Waites were Quakers the house was
spared by the Indians during King Philips war of 1675-1676. Legends passed down from
generation to generation are exciting, but often suspect to what is correct and what isn’t.
However what was clear was that by 1728 the Waite family had sold the farm to Robert
Kirby, also a Quaker who had been
living in Acoaxet, Dartmouth. By
the late 1700s the Kirbys had built
an addition against the west side of
the stone-end chimney. In 1838 the
Kirbys sold the farm to Restcome
Potter who then built the Cape
where the Potter ancestors have
lived ever since.
Not much yet, but a beginning.

Addition

Stone-ender

1998
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By1998 my interest in the Waite-Kirby-Potter house had grown so intense I phoned the
present owner Muriel Bibeau, the widow of Edmie Bibeau. I explained I had first seen the
stone-end chimney in 1978 when her husband had graciously let me take a look. Since
then, I told her, I had gathered a great deal of history about the site that she might be
interested in looking at.
This time I knocked on the door of the Cape. Mrs. Bibeau welcomed me into her sunroom, a glassed in area with a perfect view of the west end of the stone-ender only about
a stone’s throw away—so close, I learned later, because the old house was to become a
nearby workshop and storage building. I told her that I hadn’t been here for many years
and asked if it was okay if I took another look at the chimney. “Yes, of course,” she said,
“but do come in first.” Offering me a chair, I explained my interest in stone-enders and
shared some of the information I had learned about the house. I could see that Mrs.
Bibeau—hands clasped in her lap, a polite smile on her lips, and her piercing eyes
looked directly at me as if questioning why was I really here and what did I want.
Perhaps to size me up she chatted on about her how long she had lived in this house that
had been in the Potter family, her family, since 1838 when it was built. She smiled when
she told me that she had lived in the house since she was seven nodding her head with
pride. Feeling more relaxed she gave me a tour of the 1838 house. As we left the sunroom
she looked back and explained that it had been built on to the back of the main house in
1912 to replace the Cape’s 1838 kitchen. As we walked through the room that had been
the original kitchen and then to the front of the house it was clear the fireplaces for the
kitchen, and the two front rooms on either side of the stairs, one now a bedroom and the
other a sitting room, still had their original fireboxes sealed behind later walls. Many of
the Federal interior doors were still in place. As I followed Muriel through the house she
pointed out certain walls that had been changed. However it was very evident that most
of the original Federal style Cape was still intact. She then showed me the addition on the
west end of the house that Perry Potter had built in 1900 for Muriel’s grandparents, Frank
and Alice Potter,
Muriel also had a marvelous collection of old photos. She handed me a picture of her
great grandmother and herself standing in front of the stone-end house, a photo taken
close to seventy years ago. She then pointed to the wall where a delightful watercolor of
the stone-ender hung. Her eyes, sparkling with pride, explained she had painted it from a
pre-hurricane photograph. As we talked it quickly became obvious that she cherished the
stone remains. I noticed, in an effort to prevent further collapsing, that some new cedar
supports had replaced the older ones in the circa 1760s addition’s brick firebox A bed of
red, yellow and orange Marigolds and a large pink Peony were planted next to the stone
chimney the way one might honor a grave site.

“Each year those branches seems to triple in size” Muriel suddenly announced.
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Until now I hadn’t notice the enormous tree
with limbs fatter then a telephone pole
hanging directly over the top of the stone
chimney. Worst of all, they were poised like a
demolition crane as if waiting for a signal to
knock the chimney down. All it would take
was a strong wind and hundreds of years of
history would be smashed. Cutting down the
tree would prevent this tragedy but I also
realized that any suggestions would have to
wait until Muriel understood my interests
were sincere.

2002
By now I had visited Muriel a number of times, each time bringing her copies of
photographs, a set of the HABS plans, and further genealogy that I had found.
I asked her one-day how she would feel if I tried to raise some money to get the tree cut
down. She was skeptical at first, worried that any attention to the chimney could bring
sightseers. I assured her nobody would know about cutting down a tree. A visit or two
later she told me that she had talked with her daughter and son and they agreed it was
important to remove the tree. Feeling a bit bold I said that this would also be a good time
to cut the ivy at the roots and think about the possibility of building a shed type structure
over the chimney to protect it. I felt like a car salesman who agrees to add no extras but
by the time the car is delivered there had been a radio, special seat covers, a CD player
installed and a bill for the extras attached to the windshield wiper.
Cutting down the tree was easy–it was the branches that scared me. They had to be cut
first and if cut incorrectly could smash the chimney. I only knew of one person in the
tree-cutting business that I trusted with a job as important as this. His name was Jimmy
Tree. He had the chain saws, the ropes, the cleats, a large truck and a big heart—the price
$1, 000. 00. The next challenge would be finding the money.
I decided to approach the Westport Historical Commission members for their thoughts.
As a member I knew that they were aware of the importance of the site. I brought the
members up-to-date on the condition of the chimney, passed some old photos around, the
HABS plans and some ideas I’d been knocking about in my head on how to protect the
remains of the stone-end chimney. I had talked with several builders and the general
opinion was to erect an open shed over the entire chimney, but as I passed the drawing
around I had a strong feeling that this was not the best way. A shed would have to be
maintained, doesn’t keep the weather out and would sever the chimney from its natural
life and certainly not pleasant for Mrs. Bibeau to look at from her sunroom. I didn’t say
anything—I wanted to think about a better way even through the Commission members
had agreed to help raise money for a shed. However, the first thing that must be
accomplished was to cut down the tree. If the branch fell on the chimney the only thing
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left would be a pile of stones. And the only way contributors would get paid back was a
yard sale of stones each inscribed From the 1667 Waite, Kirby, Potter Stone-ender.
The discussion over, the Commission agreed that the tree should be removed and also
voted to design and print a brochure to help raise money for emergency needs. The
brochure was a tremendous success. With in a week $5,650.00 had been raised—more
then enough to get rid of the tree. I could not watch that day—the day the tree was cut
down. Only after calling Muriel did I know that the chimney was fine. That accomplished
it was now safe to print more brochures instead of advertising a yard sale of stones.
The Westport Historical Commission had also proposed that I go to the CPC, the local
committee that represents the CPA, (the Massachusetts Community Preservation Act,) to
fund the cost of a shed and further stabilization if necessary.
I completed a CPC application with my proposal and the cost for building the shed. The
lowest bid was $18,150.00 and was the amount I would be asking for. The CPA instantly
recognized the importance of the project and voted their financial support as long as the
voters at the annual town meeting agreed.
(The Massachusetts Community Preservation Act was enacted to make recommendations
to the Town Meeting for the acquisition, creation and preservation of open space,
acquisition and preservation of historic resources, creation and preservation of land for
recreational use, for the creation, preservation and support of community housing and for
rehabilitation or restoration of such open space, historic resources, land for recreational
use and community housing. Westport voters approved a 2% surcharge on their real estate
taxes in 2003. The State matches the funds raised by the surcharge to the extent made
possible by funds from taxes on statewide real estate transactions. The State Commission
of Revenues oversees the CPA, a committee (Community Preservation Committee ) made
up of local volunteers, hears and recommends project which must be approved by the
Town Meeting.
After showing the drawings of the shed to the CPC my mind stepped back once again and
questioned whether a shed was the correct solution. There were many two-hundred-yearold stonewalls that were standing. If it hadn’t been for the rotted lintel the Waite-KirbyPotter chimney would still be in good shape. Only 10% of the chimney’s stones had
fallen out and that only because of the hurricane, and fortunately most of those stones
were lying on the ground just where they had fallen. Perhaps a more logical way was to
repair the chimney as one would a stone wall. I shared these thoughts with various
masons and all agreed that this approach made excellent sense. “Stones certainly don’t
need a roof over them,” I was told over and over. Of course, and I thought about Giza, the
great pyramid in Egypt—a stone structure that had been standing for over 3800 years.
2007
Our two mindsets, Muriel and mine, became one and when I suggested that it was
possible to raise the money to stabilize the Waite-Kirby-Potter chimney without a shed–
she nodded and smiled—then reminded me again that the site could not be open to the
public. After four years of visiting Muriel I realized how deeply she and her family cared
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about the remains of the stone-ender that their ancestors had lived in. Due to its location
—in the woods and so close to Muriel’s house—I understood why they would not want
the site opened to the public There were other ways of showing the public this treasure.
Instead of going to the site, the site would go to the public: via lectures, exhibits, and
newspaper articles.
After receiving prices for installing a new lintel, reinstalling the stones that had fallen out,
burning out the ivy roots that had tunneled between the stones, and finally re-pointing the
entire chimney, I went back to the CPC. I explained the reason why a shed was not
necessary and why the best solution was as basic as repairing a stone wall and followed
up by attaching three
mason’s estimates
—a requirement. I
didn’t know then
how fortunate the
chimney would be
when Steve Frole
owner of Stephen’s
Masonry came in
with the lowest bid
—$15,200.00 and
for the CPC that
also meant a $2,950
savings over the
shed idea. Needless
to say I would not
be telling this story
if the CPC and the
voters at the annual
town meeting
hadn’t voted
unanimously in
favor of repairing
the Waite-KirbyPotter chimney. In
the meantime the
stone-ender was
beginning to look
like a friend in
trouble, its fallen
stones like tears.
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2008
RESCUE

Brian Jones and Mike Piero, who worked for Steven’s Masonry, were clearly excited on
the first day of work. This, they knew, was not going to be just another job of laying
stones, but from the start one that would involve ancient masons and their methods, along
with lots of head scratching. I felt very lucky and sensed the chimney was in good hands.
Brian and Mike spent a day examining the chimney; what had happened and what needed
to be done to give it a future. The roots of the ivy that had snaked their way in between
the stones would need to be burned out with a blow torch, the stones that had fallen out
had to be set back in, a new lintel installed, and the entire chimney re-pointed. But little
of that could happen until the new lintel was in place.
Originally I thought the new lintel should be granite so there would be no fear of it
12

rotting. However Norman Isham and the HABS architect had documented the original
lintel as white oak. If that was what the original builder had chosen then we should.
Amazingly, there were no white oak trees with trunks large enough to be found in New
England, at least with the size we needed. The plans showed the lintel was 18” x 18” x 12
feet long. That meant finding a oak tree with a trunk at least 20” x 20” x 14 feet long as it
would need to be trimmed to shape. Amazingly, the closest lumberyard that said “yes we
have it” was in North Carolina. The tree trunk arrived a week later carefully wrapped in
plywood, and I had to smile when I thought of how many years that tree had been in the
wild without plywood protection.

With the help of the Architectural
Preservation Group, it
would take another
week to trim the tree
to size, square the
ends, cut a smoke
shelf on its inner side,
smooth the surface
and carve a
decorative chamfer
on the lower front
edge— a chamfer
that clearly showed in
early pictures and on
the drawings, thanks
again to Isham and
Morgan.
In the meantime
Brian began by
burning out the ivy roots from the ground up to the level where the original lintel had
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rested. He then re-pointed the surrounding stones to be sure the ancient stonework was as
secure as the day the original lintel had been installed.
While Brian was working on removing the ivy, and Mike was moving the fallen stones
out of the way in order to erect staging, we uncovered the later brick firebox which
hadattached bake oven that had been built inside the original stone firebox. The walls of
the brick firebox were only two bricks thick and, undoubtedly, because of the overhead
stones tumbling down from above, the wall now leaned out at a precarious and fragile
angle close to falling over. Regardless of its condition, this brick firebox had to be saved
as it was part of the chimney’s history. After temporarily bracing the brick wall with
boards, Mike continued to
move the fallen stones out of
the area and that’s when we
discovered the opening of the
original bake oven built into
the back of the stone firebox.
And that, I realized, was the
reason for the large cement
patch on the opposite west
exterior wall of the stone
ender—this original bake
oven had protruded about
three feet into the outdoors.
We had awakened a secret
that neither Isham nor
Morgan could have known.
When they had surveyed the
site, the newer brick bake
oven was still intact and
therefore had shielded the
original bake oven opening
directly behind it. However,
more came to light when I
realized that the north exterior side of the addition’s firebox had been build to curve
around the original protruding bake oven. This suggested that the original firebox and
bake oven in the stone-ender were still being used after the addition and its firebox were
built.
I was beginning to wonder when ghosts would emerge. Instead artifacts appeared. There
was a 18” gap between the brick firebox and the inside back of the stone firebox. The
space looked to be full of dirt. To relieve any pressure that might force the brick section
over completely, despite the board support, I reached in to the gap and began to remove
handfuls of dirt. Along with the dirt came nails, pot shards, tin lanterns, nuts, shells, a
sole of a shoe, a strap hinge, glass, and so on and so on—layers of the past oozing out.
14

While I was digging out the dirt, Mike was removing dirt from the hearth in order to set
up staging to work on the chimney. He too began to find pieces and parts left behind by
the Waites, the Kirbys and/or the Potters. Work stopped as we examined these broken
pieces. Some I could identify, some I couldn’t. I found some boxes, put them in, and
wrote on the box where the artifacts had been located. The need for professional
archeologists was nibbling at my mind.
Brian had finished stabilizing the stone area where the lintel would sit. Mike had set up
the staging and the lintel was ready to be installed. The lintel weighed close to two tons.
To lift it and then maneuver it into place required a front-end loader. With five tries and
many nudges the lintel sat proudly in place and ready to accept the weight from the
stones that would be set on top.

I had shown Brian old photographs of the chimney shortly after the house had blown
down, photographs that showed the lintel and stones still in place. He kept asking me if I
could enlarge the photographs. I did. Then he wanted them more enlarged. I did. The
photographs, looking like blown-up cross-section of a Mr. Peanut’s Peanut Bar, made me
dizzy, but not Brian. He began to sort through the stones to find stones that matched the
stones in the photographs. And find them he did. While I was helping him to look his
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sharp eyes were finding more and more, and, like setting up for a game of chess, he was
lining up stones as if they were Kings, Queens, Knights, and Bishops while mentally
deciding his first move.

In order to indicate the rebuilt areas we
decided to tint the mortar with a brown
pigment. Not only would we use the
tinted mortar on the rebuilt gap above
the lintel, but also on any re-built
stonework in the inner smoke chamber
—the flue.

When I arrived at the site one morning
Brian yelled at me “look at this”. He held
up a stone that clearly had an angle cut on one edge. “I’m finding quite a few like this
one and just discovered why this slant was made. Look,” he said, pushing my head up the
throat of the chimney while explaining that as the chimney throat or flue got smaller the
stones had to taper inward. Like a ledge the stones were cut so the next stone had a stone
to rest on as it tapered inward. Ingenious. “So basic,” Brian said, “and I almost missed it.
If built today this chimney would have been lined with flue tiles so there would be no
need for all the extra work of shaping each stone.” There wasn’t a morning that Brian
and/or Mike didn’t yell “Wait till you see this.” Either another artifact, or a new discovery
—discoveries that were closing time between the crew, me, and 300 years.
We were beginning to run out of stones when I noticed a low stone wall about 10’ long
whose stones had remnants of crushed shell mortar stuck on their surface. I asked Muriel
if they came from the chimney. She told me, yes. I asked if we could use them as long as
I replaced the wall. “Absolutely,” she said. By the time all the gaping holes had been
repaired Brain and Mike had successfully accomplished a difficult and life threatening
job. Working under the shadow of a huge chimney of loose stones is terrifying.
At this point Stephen, the owner of Stephens’s Masonry Company was getting a little
nervous. The entire chimney job was to be finished in two weeks. It was now three
weeks and the rest of the chimney still needed to have all the ivy roots removed and then
be re-pointed. Fortunately Stephen was as interested in the chimney as Brian and Mike,
but it was time to speed things up so he sent a third person, Leo Chartentier. And even
Stephen himself added his helping hands. Of course Leo and Stephen were just as
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fascinated as Brian and Mike so it would be three more weeks before the staging would
come down.
During this so-called “wrap-up” I hired Jimmy Tree to help me clean out the brush that
had grown in the cellar hole. Protected from the elements for years as if grown in a
greenhouse, the brush was turning into trees.

When all the brush and their
roots had been removed, I
carefully raked the dirt floor in
search of artifacts and found a
large iron pot buried in a corner.
When I looked at older pictures
taken after the hurricane, I
realized that it was the same
iron pot as the one sitting on the
hearth. Other than that few
artifacts appeared—mostly
broken pieces of glass jars—
perhaps from jars of long ago
preserves stored in the cellar.

By 1960 the lintel was rotting and falling out.The later brick
firebox and its bake oven were still intact.
The iron pot sits on the hearth to the left of the brick firbox.
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The addition’s brick firebox and chimney
repair would be done in November. This repair
did not require CPC money as funds by private
donations—via the brochure—were still
available.

Addition Firebox Before Repair

Addition Firebox After Repair
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This veteran, this ancient stone structure, eyewitness to the town’s
history, a sharer in all its struggles now remains for future generations.
By
the time the staging came down the weather was beginning to carry a chill.
As I stepped back to take a long look I realized how determined the ivy had been. The
entire chimney was tipped—not a lot but just enough. Thank God we got there when we
did or yes, we might have been selling stones at a yard sale.
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No documentation about Westport's past is complete without an analysis of artifacts and
other physical remains. At this point deeds had told me a bit about the land. Genealogy
had told me a bit about ancestry, a cemetery in the woods had told me where the Kirbys
were buried, Isham and Morgan had told me how the house and its addition were built,
photos had enlightened me, but only an archaeological excavation could tell who the
Waite, Kirby and Potters were and how they lived on the land. Realizing the importance
of how buried artifacts could uncover the human history of Westport's inhabitants from
the 1600s to the present, I felt a responsibility to investigate the possibility of having a
professional archaeologist appraise the site. We had been careful to save all artifacts that
appeared but we were not professionals. I talked to various people and was told that Kate
Johnson and Kate Descoteaux, both professional archaeologists were presently working
at Little Compton's Wilbor House, and would be an excellent choice. When Johnson and
Descoteaux took a look at the Waite-Kirby-Potter site they were overwhelmed, not only
because of the historical potential that the site could reveal, but also because some of the
Waite-Kirby-Potter's salvaged material from the '54 hurricane, such as doors and featherboard sheathing now installed in the Wilbor House museum, are available for study. Like
artifacts found in the ground this salvaged material could also tell about the decorative
features of the Waite-Kirby-Potter House; such as the types of wood and fabricating tools
used. Before Johnson and Descoteaux left they asked if they could take a few of the
potshards we had found back to their laboratory to wash and identify. In no time they had
emailed me photos of these shards with dates that ranged from the 17th to 19th century. I
was amazed. Each clean and shinny artifacts now had a voice.
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But trying to give the Waite-Kirby-Potter house a building date was more complicated —
1667, 1677, 1707 or any year in between, required a great deal of research by the
archeologists. (See CPC report pages 72 to 77). Whether it was Reuben, Thomas II or
Benjamin who built the house the structure itself is not unlike other mid-1600s measured
and recorded examples of RI Stone-enders. On the other hand perhaps the builder simply
built his house based on older methods learned from his grandfather, or perhaps Westport
(originally Dartmouth ) was too far away from larger towns for the builder to be aware
that the cost of labor had simplified building methods.
Until dendrochronolgy came along with its many charts to determined a building date of
a house, Architectural Historians used joinery methods to establish a date; for instance
certain joinery methods were never used after, lets say, 1650 or 1690 or 1710, etc.
That was until dendrochronology for dating houses showed us how wrong we were.
Dendrochronology works by examining small samples of wood taken from a house’s
timbers. The growth rings on the wood are then magnified, analyzed and compared with
numerous charts of growth rings from old trees in the area. For early houses it is possible
to pinpoint a date within two years of raising as the frames of early houses were built
soon after the trees were felled. But when the wood frame is destroyed, in the case of the
Waite-Kirby-Potter house, an archaeologist must study deeds and survey maps at length.
By fall Johnson and Descoteaux had sent me an outline of their plan as follows:
To assess the archaeological integrity of the site itself and locate any
archaeological deposits relating to the occupation of the house from the 17th
through the 19th century. These deposits could therefore be used to complement
the documentary, oral, and architectural history associated with the building.
Assess site stratigraphy and preservation by excavating test pits systematically
distributed across the site to locate and identify possible subsurface structures and
features.
To conduct and document an oral history interview to complement what is already
known about the site.
To undertake extensive documentary research to establish a clear chain of title for the
property, thereby delineating occupational phases that can be compared to both
census and probate records in order to gain a more comprehensive understanding of
the occupants of the site.

Laboratory Processing and Report Writing: Clean, identify, and analyze all of the
recovered artifacts and write a report synthesizing the results of the research.
Excavation would take place over the course of two weeks with documentary
research, artifact cataloging, and report writing over the following six months.
The price $8,970— and that meant back to the CPC.
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2009
CPC approved as did the voters at the annual town meeting. Work at the site began on
September 21, 2009. There was a field crew of eight people. The plan was to dig 25 test
pits most 1’ 8” square in size, but before a shovel of dirt could be turned a conductivity meter
was used to identify buried utilities that might be located in the vicinity of the test pit
excavations. Good decision as there were many underground utilities and by the time these
utilities had been discovered and marked with white, blue, red or yellow flags the site looked
like a carnival.
By October 2, 2009 work at the site was completed but it would be another eight months
before the documentary research and artifact cataloging would be finalized.

Not only is this chimney a surviving example of a Rhode Island Stone-Ender but a
tangible embodiment of Westport’s history. As an historical and cultural resource
Westport's responsibility to preserve the Waite-Kirby-Potter site is of critical importance.
It is feasible that one day the site; the stone-end chimney, the Cape, the barn foundations,
the lye leaching stone, a well, a privy and a cemetery, could be opened to the public as an
educational center. The HABS Plans, Isham’s report, artifacts, model, photos, maps,
demonstrations, etc., could be displayed in the Cape—the 1838 house Restcome Potter
built in itself is of architectural interest— along with additional early history of Westport
and Dartmouth including Westport’s first grist and sawmills built in 1712 by Thomas
Waite, George Lawton and James Tripp, the foundations of which still exist.
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Recommendations:
A group should be selected, perhaps the Westport Historical Commission, to oversee
yearly the upkeep of the Waite-Kirby-Potter Rhode Island stone end chimney, cellar, and
the circa 1760 addition firebox and chimney built by Kirby.
Check lintels. If additional epoxy protection on the east and west oak lintels is
needed contact Steve Tyson. Architectural Preservation Group.
Warwick, Rhode Island.
401 737 2746
(The stains, if any are still visible on the wood, are from the lead on top of
the beam and will go away in time).
Check mortar to see if secure. Contact above if additional mortar is needed.
Check that Ivy has not returned. Contact Brad Bibeau 508 636 2590 (Muriel’s
son) who has been using “Round-up” in hopes of eradicating the ivy forever.
That the name Kirby be inserted in all future mentions of the owners,
i.e. Waite-Kirby-Potter. The Kirby’s owned the house for 100 years—many more
then the Waites or the Potters.
Do not rebuild the Waite-Kirby-Potter original wooden structure. To rebuild a
structure that has disappeared will falsely resurrect the societies that built it
originally.

Note:
Muriel Bibeau has donated all artifacts found on the Waite-Kirby-Potter site to the
Westport Town Library. The Westport Historical Society will have permanent access and
exhibition rights and will store the artifacts. The stone-end chimney, the biggest and best
artifact of all, will stay right were it is.
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